THE ULTIMATE $800 MUSIC SYSTEM:
TOSHIBA, JBL, SONY.

MSL's ultimate $800 system is sure to open both your eyes and ears!

This system starts with a pair of JBL 4301 Studio Monitor loudspeakers. Although they're brand new, you'll already find them "on duty" in leading radio stations and recording studios. Using the most advance materials and technology, the 4301 delivers the widest range and highest accuracy JBL has ever offered in a compact two-way system. For the kind of detailed musical honesty professionals must have!

The electronics in this "mini-monitor" system are the Toshiba Designer Series separates. They're the first of a new generation of high-performance, "down-sized" components that are enjoying phenomenal success in the super-critical European market. A clean-sounding SY-335 preamplifier drives the SC-335 power amplifier. The SC-335 has 40 watts (per channel, 8 ohms, 20-20kHz., @0.1% THD), a pair of power meters, remote speaker switch, audio muting, and more. The matching ST-335 tuner boasts such niceties as dual meters and an air-check switch to help you make distortion-free "off-the-air" recordings.

For professional sound quality from your records, MSL includes a Sony PST-1 turntable in the ultimate $800 system. It's a semi-automatic, belt-driven machine with a servo-controlled motor (for unvarying speed). To complete the system, MSL installs a highly-acclaimed Ortofon V15-XE cartridge in the Sony PST-1.

MSL's ultimate $800 system: Studio-quality sound from components that will actually fit into your listening space.